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Abstract
The PROPELLER method for MRI data acquisition and reconstruction has the highly desirable property of being able to correct for motion during the scan, making it especially
useful for imaging pediatric or uncooperative patients and diffusion imaging. This method
nominally supports a circular field-of-view (FOV), but tailoring the FOV for non-circular
shapes results in more efficient, shorter scans. This paper presents new algorithms for tailoring PROPELLER acquisitions to the desired FOV shape and size that are flexible and
precise. The FOV design also allows for rotational motion which provides better motion
correction and reduced aliasing artifacts. Some possible FOV shapes demonstrated are ellipses, ovals, and rectangles, and any convex, pi-symmetric shape can be designed. Standard
PROPELLER reconstruction is used with minor modifications, and results with simulated
motion presented confirm the effectiveness of the motion correction with these modified FOV
shapes. These new acquisition design algorithms are simple and fast enough to be computed
for each individual scan. Also presented are algorithms for further scan time reductions in
PROPELLER-EPI acquisitions by varying the sample spacing in two directions within each
blade.

Key words: PROPELLER, motion correction, trajectory design, anisotropic
field-of-view (FOV), PROPELLER-EPI
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Introduction
The Periodically Rotated Overlapping ParallEL Lines with Enhanced Reconstruction (PROPELLER) acquisition method and reconstruction scheme [1, 2] is arguably one of the most
valuable new techniques available for MRI. This is because it provides robust motion correction, resulting in sharp images even when motion is present. This is particularly valuable for
imaging uncooperative or pediatric patients who may move substantially during an exam [3].
Diffusion imaging is another application that not only benefits from this motion correction
but also from PROPELLER’s additional ability to correct for phase errors, generally due to
motion during the diffusion gradient [4, 5, 6, 7]. The disadvantage of PROPELLER imaging
is that it requires increased scan times over traditional, Cartesian imaging trajectories.
In PROPELLER, image data are acquired on a trajectory that is a hybrid of the radial
and Cartesian sampling schemes, and derives advantages from both schemes. The trajectory
consists of radial “blades” in k-space which each cover a common central region. This
repeated central sampling, a characteristic of radial sampling schemes, allows for correction
of in-plane motion between blades and trajectory errors due to timing delays, eddy currents,
or gradient imperfections. Each blade consists of a Cartesian sampling scheme of equallyspaced lines, resulting in a uniformly sampled overlapping region. This Cartesian sampling
yields low resolution images for each blade, each of which contains the entire object so that
full motion correction can be performed.
The blades are normally acquired with equiangular spacing which results in an isotropic,
circular region of support, known as the field-of-view (FOV). Aliasing artifacts will degrade
the image quality if the entire object is not contained within this FOV. Many objects have
non-circular shapes, and the scan efficiency can be improved by tailoring the FOV to the
object. Varying the FOV shape has been developed for other non-Cartesian trajectories,
such as spirals [8] and projection-reconstrcution [9, 10]. Non-circular FOV shapes in PROPELLER can be achieved by introducing variable blade angles and line spacings, an idea first
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introduced in Ref. [1]. Recently, an exact formulation of the variable blade parameters in a
closed-form solution has been derived for elliptical FOVs [11]. Their work has demonstrated
the effectiveness and advantages of variable FOV shapes, as well as showing their integration
into the PROPELLER acquisition and reconstruction methods.
This paper presents algorithms that allow for a variety of anisotropic FOV shapes. This
work is similar to previous work [11] but allows for non-elliptical shapes and will have reduced aliasing artifacts when motion is present. Presented is a generalized algorithm that
designs both PROPELLER and PROPELLER-EPI blades for a large class of FOV shapes
of all sizes with room for the anticipated rotational motion, resulting in the most efficient
acquisition trajectory possible. The algorithm is relatively fast because it is based on simple
mathematical operations, allowing for designs on a scan-by-scan basis. In this paper we
present simulation results demonstrating the effectiveness and improvements of our method.

Theory
Sampling theory tells us that the sample spacing defines the FOV that can be supported
without aliasing. Furthermore, both the FOV and the resolution of a sampling trajectory
are determined by the point spread function (PSF), which is the Fourier transform (FT )
of the sampling pattern. The sampling of a PROPELLER blade can be separated into two
components: the pseudo-radial and pseudo-angular sampling, both of which are illustrated
in Fig. 1. The pseudo-radial component is defined by the spacing between adjacent samples within a line, ∆kr . The pseudo-angular component is defined by the spacing between
adjacent lines, ∆kα .
The pseudo-angular sampling of the lines, as shown in Fig. 1a for a blade along the kx axis,
is
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(1)

where L is the number of lines per blade and Nr is the number of samples per line. The
pseduo-angular sampling PSF, also shown in Fig. 1a, is
FT {Pα (kx , ky )} = Cα sinc((Nr − 1)∆kr x)
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where Cα accounts for scaling factors. This sum of exponentials results in a peak at y =

(2)
1
∆kα

which will cause aliasing and limit the FOV.
The psuedo-radial sampling along the lines, shown in Fig. 1b, is
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and its PSF is
FT {Pr (kx , ky )} = Cr sinc((L − 1)∆kα y)
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where Cr accounts for all scaling factors. This sum of exponentials results in a peak at
x=

1
∆kr

which, in addition to the pseudo-angular sampling aliasing, also limits the FOV.

The psuedo-radial sampling FOV limitation is identical to the readout anti-aliasing filtering
that is usually performed along the acquired k-space lines.
The dimensions of the PSF main lobe is inversely proportional to the blade size, shown by
the exaggerated illustrations in Fig. 1. These dimensions are

1
(Nr −1)∆kr

in x and

1
(L−1)∆kα

in

y for this blade orientation [Eqs. (2) and (4)]. The smaller dimension (x) is equivalently
1
,
2kmax

where
kmax = (Nr − 1)∆kr /2

(5)

is the maximum extent in k-space, and corresponds to the image resolution.
The full blade sampling, P (kx , ky ), is the product of the pseudo-angular and pseuo-radial
sampling patterns:
P (kx , ky ) = Pα (kx , ky )Pr (kx , ky ),
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(6)

resulting in a convolution of Eqs. (2) and (4). This results in repetitions of the PSF main
lobe as illustrated in Fig. 1c.
Rotation of a blade yields an identical rotation of the blade PSF, so with a full set of blades
at different angles, their main lobes and peaks will combine to form a PSF whose outer
peaks determine the FOV shape. The PSF main lobe, in the center of k-space, determines
the total image resolution. However, the shape of the PSF outer peaks is not necessarily the
same as the supported FOV shape because the object is convolved with the PSF. Convexity
of the outer peaks shape will ensure that convolution results in an identical FOV shape. The
symmetry of the trajectory also means that the supported FOV shape must be circularly
pi-symmetric (F OV (α) = F OV (α + π)). This is because of the PSF peaks that appear on
opposite sides of the main lobe.

Methods
The purpose of this work is to design a PROPELLER aquisition trajectory that will support
varying FOV shapes and sizes. The algorithms presented design a set of blades defined by
the total number of blades, N , and, for the nth blade, the number of lines, L[n], the line
spacing, ∆kα [n], the number of samples along the lines, Nr [n], and the blade angle, α[n].
This is done sequentially based on the desired alias-free FOV in a manner similar to the 2D
projection-reconstruction trajectory anisotropic FOV design [10].
In many PROPELLER acquisitions, such as those using a fast spin-echo (FSE) acquisition [3,
4], the number of lines and samples per line is constant across all blades. A primary design
algorithm for these types of acquisitions is described later in this section. However, in
some types of acquisitions, such as echo-planar imaging (EPI) [6, 7, 12], it is possible and
advantageous to vary these parameters. A variable L design algorithm allowing for these
variations is also presented.
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Primary Design Algorithm
In this algorithm, the number of lines and samples per line are constant for all blades:
L[n] = L and Nr [n] = Nr . The number of samples per line must satisfy
Nr ≥ 2kmax max(F OV (α))

(7)

where F OV (α) is the desired FOV as a function of angle. The required inputs to the
algorithm are L and F OV (α), yielding outputs of the blade angles, α[n] and the line spacing
∆kα [n].
The alias-free FOV for a given blade was derived in Eq. (2), and can be described simply as
F OV (α[n] +

π
1
)=
.
2
∆kα [n]

(8)

for the nth blade. The adjacent blades are geometrically constrained by
α[n + 1] − α[n] = tan−1 (

L∆kα [n]
L∆kα [n + 1]
) + tan−1 (
),
2kmax
2kmax

(9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 2 and kmax is defined in Eq. (5). Note that the actual blade width
is (L − 1)∆kα (Fig. 1b), while L∆kα is used in Eq. (9). By including the width of an extra
line in the design, there will be some space between the outermost lines of adjacent blades.
This space is allowable for the prescribed FOV, and is desirable so there is less oversampling.
The prescribed FOV should differ slightly from the actual object to allow for rotation of
the object. If this is not done, rotations will put the object outside of the FOV and result
in aliasing. This can be directly incorporated into the design by instead of using Eq. (8),
choosing ∆kα as
1
,
(10)
max(F OV (α[n] ± δα + π2 ))
where δα is the maximum expected rotation in either direction. When δα ≥ π/4, the result
∆kα [n] =

is a circular FOV.
The PROPELLER design algorithm is described in Fig. 3. An initial blade angle, α0 , must
be specified. After initialization of α[0] and ∆kα [0], α[n + 1] and ∆kα [n + 1] are sequentially
6

solved for using Eqs. (9) and (10) using a numerical method in step 2. Once the set of blades
provides sufficient coverage of k-space by covering an angular width of π, circular symmetry
is imposed on the trajectory. This is accomplished by applying a scaling factor, S, which
scales α[n] and ∆kα [n]. S is calculated based on the angular separation between blades as
shown in Fig. 3, step 4.
Scaling actually distorts the FOV shape because it is also applied to α[n]. So if the scaling
factor is greater than 1 + δS , where δS is the scaling factor tolerance, the design process will
be repeated with a slightly larger FOV size (step 5) with the condition that the number of
blades may not increase. We determined empirically that δS = 0.01 is appropriate. When the
design repeats, the FOV size is scaled by 1 + F OV , where F OV is the FOV growth factor.
This factor is initially set to F OV = 0.01, and is halved whenever the number of blades
increases until the design converges. Once the scaling factor is sufficiently small (within the
scaling factor tolerance), the blade angles and line spacings are scaled for symmetry in step
6. The resulting set of blades will contain duplicate blades at α[0] = α0 and α[N ] = α0 + π,
so the repeated blade is removed in set 7.

Variable L Design
This design is an extension of the primary design algorithm where both L[n] and Nr [n] are
not fixed, and there is a modified system of equations that must be solved. The radial
sampling constraint in Eq. (7) is replaced by a variable constraint, based on Eq. (4), to
determine Nr [n]:
1
2kmax
≤
.
Nr [n]
F OV (α[n])
Equation (9) is also modified to allow for variable L[n]:
α[n + 1] − α[n] = tan−1 (

L[n]∆kα [n]
L[n + 1]∆kα [n + 1]
) + tan−1 (
).
2kmax
2kmax

(11)

(12)

The total number of sample points per blade, Nblade or the blade acquisition time, Tblade is
specified for consistency across blades and to limit the maximum number of lines. They are
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incorporated into the algorithm with the constraints:
L[n]Nr [n] ≤ Nblade

(13)

L[n]Nr [n]ts + (L[n] − 1)Tblip [n] ≤ Tblade

(14)

L[n]Nr [n]ts + L[n]2Tramp [n] ≤ Tblade ,

(15)

where ts is the sampling duration, Tblip is the duration of an EPI line-switching blip and a
function of ∆kα [n], and Tramp is the ramp time to reach the readout gradient amplitude and
depends on Nr [n].
In this design, the “corner” aliasing lobes, which are shown in Fig. 1c at x = ±1/∆kr ,
y ± 1/∆kα , are also included as constraints by:
F OV (α[n] ± tan−1

∆kr
)≤
∆kα

s

1
1
+
.
2
∆kr
∆kα2

(16)

The primary design algorithm, shown in Fig. 3, is modified slightly for a variable L[n] design.
Step 1 requires additional initializations of L[0], and Nr [0] based on Eq. (13) or Eqs. (14-15),
and Eqs. (7) and (4). Step 2 is modified to use Eqs. (8) and (11-12). to solve for α[n + 1],
∆kα [n + 1], L[n + 1], and Nr [n + 1]. This system of non-linear equations can be solved by
any method, and we have used the Gauss-Newton method.

Reconstruction
The PROPELLER reconstruction procedure incorporates motion correction, data fidelity
constraints, and accounts for the non-Cartesian nature of the trajectory [1, 4]. When acquiring anisotropic blades, this procedure only varies slightly and is described in [11].
The rotation motion correction with anisotropic blades uses the largest circular region in
k-space that overlaps between all the blades which has a radius of
kr = L min(∆k[n]) =
8

L
.
max(F OV (α))

(17)

It is different from the largest overlapping region, which will be non-circular for anisotropic
blades and has anisotropic resolution. This resolution anisotropy varies with the rotation
angle and interfere with the rotation registration. However, this region is the same size as the
region used for isotropic blades that support an FOV of max(F OV (α)). The translational
motion can be corrected using a 2D correlation to estimate the shift, and this method is
tolerant of resolution anisotropy. Therefore a larger circular k-space region without the
requirement that each blade cover it completely can be used for increased accuracy.
The rotation correction begins with gridding the magnitude k-space data, weighted by the
k-space radius squared [1], for each blade onto a polar grid. We used the Lucas-Kanade
method [13] to align this data and find the estimated rotation of each blade. The translation correction used a 2D correlation of the rotation-corrected, gridded k-space data for
each blade to find the approximate shift values. Reconstructions were performed using the
gridding algorithm with a minimal oversampling ratio [14]. An iterative algorithm was used
to compute the density for all k-space points [15]. Non-uniform k-space sampling results in a
coloring of the image noise and a reduction in the SNR efficiency, as described in [16]. This
is inherent to PROPELLER, and anisotropic FOV trajectories will result in further coloring
and efficiency loss.

Simulations
Simulated k-space data were created by inversely gridding images onto the PROPELLER
trajectories using the non-uniform FFT (nuFFT) [17]. A normal Shepp-Logan phantom of
175x233 pixels is used to demonstrate the reconstruction accuracy. The constant L reconstructions used trajectories with L = 12 and 310 samples per line. In the PROPELLER-EPI
trajectory, L varied between 12 and 16 and Nr between 192 to 256, with a maximum of 3072
samples per blade.
A skinny Shepp-Logan phantom of 88x233 pixels was used with motion to demonstrate the
9

value of adding space for rotation into the FOV. Elliptical FOVs of 91x242 pixels with 19
blades and 128x242 pixels with 23 blades with δα = 0◦ were used, as well as an elliptical
FOV of 91x242 with δα = 17.2◦ and 23 blades. L = 12 and Nr = 280 were used for all
the trajectories. The k-space blade data were simulated with ±16.33◦ of rotation applied to
individual blades. The exact rotation angles were used in the reconstructions.
The motion correction results used simulated k-space data from an axial slice of a T1 -weighted
brain image. The trajectories used 300 samples per line. Rotational motion was simulated by
rotating individual blades up to ±20.5◦ before the nuFFT operation. Translational motion
was simulated by adding a random linear phase to the k-space data of each blade after the
nuFFT, resulting in shifts of up to 8 pixels. All images were reconstructed on a 256x256
grid.

Matlab Design Functions
The design algorithms are available in MATLAB format as part of the “Radial FOVs”
package, which the most recent version can be downloaded at http://www-mrsrl.stanford.
edu/~peder/radial_fovs/.

Results
PSFs
Figure 4 compares trajectories and PSFs from both the primary and variable L design
algorithms to an isotropic PROPELLER acquisition. Both algorithms precisely match the
desired rectangular FOV shape, and also require a reduced number of blades. Using the
primary design algorithm with constant L (Fig. 4b) has a 17.6% reduction from the isotropic
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acquisition, and the variable L design for PROPELLER-EPI (Fig. 4c) has a 41.6% reduction,
which translates into scan time reductions.
Various PSFs with and without room for anticipated motion of the object are shown in Fig. 5.
The long-dashed lines indicated the desired FOV shapes, including their maximum rotation
angles. The shapes are matched precisely. Allowing room for motion increases the number
of blades required, but will also improve the reconstruction in the presence of motion. Each
trajectory shown requires less blades than an isotropic FOV with the same maximum radius.

Simulations
Figure 6 shows reconstructed images and a cross-section of the Shepp-Logan phantom using
constant L designs and a variable L design. Both the fully-sampled circular and elliptical
FOVs produce excellent reconstructions with no artifacts (Fig. 6a, c and d), but the undersampled circular FOV has noticeable contrast variations due to aliasing (arrows in Fig. 6b).
The aliasing in Fig. 6a-c is primarily a result of the pseudo-angular sampling, and the aliasing
magnitude is increased in Fig. 6d because it contains contributions from both the pseudoangular and pseudo-radial sampling. Figure 6b and c used 12.9% fewer blades than Fig. 6a,
and the variable L design (Fig. 6d) required 22.6% fewer blades. These results demonstrate
that shaping the FOV can be used to reduce either the number of blades required or the
aliasing artifacts.
When the FOV is tightly tailored to the object shape as in Fig. 6c and d, any rotation
puts part of the object outside of this FOV. This will result in aliasing artifacts even with
perfect knowledge of the motion, which is demonstrated in Fig. 7a. Enlarging this elliptical
FOV can reduce these artifacts, but as shown in Fig. 7b, there are still regions of signal
dropout due to aliasing when the rotations put the object outside of the FOV. The motion
estimation may also suffer from this aliasing when the object is rotated outside of the FOV.
The most efficient solution to allow for rotation is shown in Fig. 7c, for which Eq. (10) has
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been used with δα = 17.2◦ to put room in the design for motion. In this case, which requires
the same number of blades as the enlarged elliptical FOV in Fig. 7b, the aliasing artifacts
are eliminated. There are still some small imperfections because of gaps in k-space when the
blades are additionally rotated in the reconstruction process.
The modified PROPELLER rotational and translational motion correction reconstruction
schemes described in the Methods section were used for correction of artificially induced
motion, the results of which are shown in Fig. 8. When the FOV is undersampled isotropically
(Fig. 8c), the reconstructed image quality suffers, as shown by the degradation of the features
in the zoomed portion of the image. Also, when an elliptical FOV is used that does not leave
any room for motion (Fig. 8d), the quality also suffers. Both the enlarged elliptical FOV
(Fig. 8e) and the elliptical FOV with room for motion (Fig. 8f) yielded similar reconstructed
image quality, similar to the fully-sampled isotropic FOV in Fig. 8c while using 4.8% fewer
blades, which would result in an equivalently shortened acquisition time. This reduction in
acquisition time will also reduce the SNR of the exam. Although aliasing artifacts from the
enlarged elliptical FOV are not visible in this case, they may exist and can degrade image
quality as shown in Fig. 7.

Discussion
We have presented algorithms that design PROPELLER trajectories for anisotropic FOVs
and demonstrated their performance through PSFs and reconstructions of simulated data.
This performance should readily extend into in vivo acquisitions because the PSFs precisely
describe the effects of the anisotropic sampling, and this has been demonstrated in [11]. Also,
the motion correction is only slightly different from the current PROPELLER algorithms,
and the simulations presented used substantial motion with randomization on approximately
real data. It should be noted that the scan time reductions obtained with this and other
anisotropic FOV techniques comes at the expense of reduced SNR.
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This algorithmic method and the analytic method in [11] present slightly different solutions
to the same problem, each of which has its own advantages. The analytic method is very
simple to compute because a closed-form approximate solution is obtained while the algorithmic method will be slower. The reduction to an elliptical FOV in the analytic method
requires less parameters, which simplifies the exam prescription. As demonstrated, our algorithmic method is very precise, and can exactly match both the object shape and the
anticipated rotation regions. The exam prescription is more complicated, although an automated procedure (outlined below) would alleviate this problem. The PROPELLER-EPI
algorithm presented has no comparable solutions. We have also demonstrated that with
motion and/or irregular shapes, an elliptical FOV can have aliasing artifacts. In these cases,
using our method with a tailored FOV will ensure no aliasing is introduced, as shown in
Fig. 7. However, in some acquisitions the additional aliasing from an elliptical FOV without room for motion will not be noticeable, as shown in Fig. 8. This aliasing will be more
noticeable for larger rotations and skinnier FOV shapes.
The repetition of the design, described by step 5 in Fig. 3, is very important because it
insures there are no significant FOV shape distortions. These distortions are the result of
enforcing circular symmetry using the scaling factor, S, that has an approximate range from
1− N1 to 1 for N blades. Since N is on the order of 10, the shape distortion can be substantial
if repetitions are not performed. Repetition is not necessary in the 2D PR algorithm [10]
where N is on the order of 100 so the shape distortions are very small.
Both the primary design and the variable L design algorithms are simple and relatively quick
algorithms. The low number of blades keeps each design repetition relatively fast, and on
the order of 10 design repetitions is sufficient. This allows for on-the-fly computation of the
trajectory for each individual scan.
The prescribed anisotropic FOV should be slightly larger than the object so that it stays in
the FOV with rotational motion, and is incorporated by Eq. (10). For larger anticipated
rotations, there is less gain by using anisotropic FOVs, and there is no gain when δα ≥
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90◦ . However, many cases probably have less than 20 degrees of rotation, especially since
patients are generally situated to minimize motion, making anisotropic FOVs advantageous.
Prescription of the FOV could be done automatically based on a scout image and using
image processing methods. After a given slice location is chosen, the shape and size of the
anatomy could be detected using methods such as thresholding and morphological processing.
F OV (α) can then be directly determined by applying the Radon transform to a binary image
of the detected region. The amplitude of this transform data is proportional to the diameter
of the object, and thus can be used to directly determine F OV (α). This resulting F OV (α)
could be placed on the scout image and modified by the operator if necessary. A simpler
but slightly less efficient alternative would be to offer several standard shapes (ellipse, oval,
etc.) that can be adjusted to different sizes on a graphical prescription.
In PROPELLER reconstruction, blades may be discarded based on the data integrity [1].
The penalty is that the discarded blade’s k-space that is not covered by other blades, which
is in the high frequencies, is now lost. For anisotropic objects, the amount of information in
k-space varies angularly, which is the basis for the algorithms presented. For isotropic blade
sampling with these objects, the information lost from discarding an individual blade will
vary by blade, even though the same amount of k-space is lost. For anisotropic sampling
tailored to the object, the information lost from an individual blade will be approximately
the same for all blades because their size varies based on the information density in k-space.
There are some relatively simple modifications to this algorithm that may be useful. One
such modification would be to design the trajectory based on a desired number of blades, as
has been done in [11]. Short-axis PROPELLER-EPI acquisitions [12] could also be designed
by modifying the geometry constraints, both in the primary and variable L design algorithms.
Another set of modified geometry constraints would support undersampled PROPELLER
acquisitions [18] for further reducing the total acquisition time including using parallel imaging [7].
The PROPELLER-EPI algorithm with variable L uses a varying gradient amplitude in the
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readout direction with a constant sampling bandwidth to vary the psuedo-radial sample
spacing according to the desired FOV shape. The implementation described keeps either
the EPI gradient duration constant, allowing for an identical TE across blades for the same
T2 or T2∗ contrast, or else keeps the number of acquisition points constant, resulting in the
same duty cycle for each blade. A potential issue that may affect the in vivo image quality
are eddy currents, which are often a problem in EPI acquisitions. Using anisotropic blades
may require varying eddy current compensation for the different gradient waveforms.

Conclusion
The algorithms presented enable more efficient PROPELLER imaging by tailoring the FOV
to the object of interest for any shape, size, and maximum rotation. They are more flexible
than previous methods and, by including space for rotation, they allow for motion correction
without introducing aliasing artifacts. They are fast enough to be computed on-the-fly,
allowing for maximum efficiency in each individual scan. The variable number of lines design
further improves the imaging efficiency in PROPELLER-EPI acquisitions.
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Phantom reconstructions in the presence with rotational motion, the extent of
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Figure 1: PROPELLER sampling. Sampling within a blade is separable in (a) psuedoangular and (b) psuedo-radial directions, each of which results in PSF lobes that will cause
aliasing and restrict the FOV. The gray lines show the approximate spatial variations derived
in Eqs. 2 and 4. The PSF lobes from the combined sampling are illustrated in (c). Rotating
the blades in k-space results in an equivalent rotation in the PSF. All of the illustrations on
the right are exaggerated for demonstration of the sampling principles.
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Figure 2: Adjacent blade geometry. The adjacent blades in the design are chosen such that
the appropriate spacing between them matches the desired FOV. The extended blade widths
(L∆kα [n]) correspond to the blade angles (α[n]) as described in Eq. 9.
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α[0] = α0

(1) Initialization.

Δkα[0] =

1

(4) Calculate a scaling factor, S, to make blades
flush.

Δkα[1]

2

...

(3) Repeat previous setup until a complete set
of blades is created

α[1]

FOV(α) = (1 + εFOV) FOV(α)

(2) Calculate next blade parameters by solving
the non-linear system in Eqs. (8) and (9).

(6) Scale the blade angles and line spacings.

×S

6

7

Δkα[n]

S=

3
1 - S > δS

α[n]

α[N] > α0 + π

4

(5) If the scaling factor is too large, repeat the
design with a slightly increased FOV size. If
this results in an increase in the number of
blades, the previous design is used.

(7) Remove the repeated blade α[N] = α0 + π
(equivalent to α[0] = α0). The total number of
blades is N.

1
FOV(α0 + π/2)

π
α[N] - α0

5
(α[n] - α0) × S + α0
Δkα[n] × S

n = 0, 1, …, N-1

Figure 3: PROPELLER trajectory design algorithm with a constant L[n] = L.
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Figure 4: Examples of PROPELLER sampling patterns (top row) and PSFs (bottom row).
The PSF images are shown with logarithmic intensities. (a) Isotropic FOV with L = 12 and
12 blades. (b) Rectangular FOV using the primary design algorithm with L = 12 and 10
blades. (c) Rectangular FOV using the variable L design algorithm for PROPELLER-EPI
with L varying between 12 and 21, Nblade = 1140, and 7 blades.
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Figure 5: PROPELLER PSFs without and with room for motion, with zoomed images of the
main lobe region. The long-dashed yellow lines indicate the desired FOV shape, including
rotation. The rotated shapes are shown at several angles with the short-dashed blue lines in
b-f. The PSF images are on a logarithmic scale. Ellipse (L = 12): (a) δα = 0◦ , 9 blades, and
(b) δα = 35◦ , 11 blades. Oval (L = 12): (c) δα = 0◦ , 9 blades, and (d) δα = 15◦ , 10 blades.
Rectangles identical to Fig. 4b,c but with δα = 15◦ : (e) L = 12, 11 blades, and (f) variable
L from 12 to 20, 9 blades.
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Figure 6: Phantom reconstructions with different PROPELLER FOVs. (a) Circular FOV
with 31 blades with L = 12. (b) Circular FOV with 27 blades with L = 12. (c) Elliptical
FOV with 27 blades with L = 12. (d) Elliptical FOV with 24 blades using PROPELLER-EPI
with L from 12 to 16. The undersampled circular FOV has streaking artifacts and contrast
variation inside the phantom (arrows).
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Figure 7: Phantom reconstructions in the presence with rotational motion, the extent of
which is indicated by the thin dashed lines. The thick, dashed lines show the supported
FOV. (a) Using a tight elliptical FOV with 19 blades results in significant aliasing artifacts.
(b) A larger elliptical FOV with 23 blades reduces these aliasing artifacts, but there are still
some regions of signal dropout (arrows). (c) Aliasing artifacts are eliminated when using a
tight elliptical FOV with room for motion that requires 23 blades. The smallest ellipse that
includes room for all of the rotational motion would require 25 blades.
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Figure 8: Correction of simulated rotational and translational motion. (a) Sample image
without motion correction. Motion corrected results using: (b) Fully sampled circular FOV
with 21 blades. (c) Under sampled circular FOV with 20 blades. (d) Anatomically-matched
elliptical FOV without room for motion and 19 blades. (e) Enlarged elliptical FOV with
δα = 0◦ and 20 blades. (f) Anatomically-matched elliptical FOV with δα = 21◦ and 20
blades.
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